TURN TOWARDS GREATER PRODUCTIVITY.
Easily guide this 18-inch scrubber anywhere with its unique steerable scrub deck.

PROFESSIONAL | BR 45/22 C BP

Steer your way to faster results.
The big brother to our popular BR 35/12, our BR 45/22 brings even more productivity to our innovative steerable scrubber design.
This machine has a larger tank and an 18 inch cleaning path that equates to a 30% improvement in productivity over the BR 35/12. It is
easy to transport and handle, and features a long-lasting lithium-ion battery.
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Innovative, steerable scrub deck
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Productivity in mind

■

Steerable scrub deck allows for best in class maneuverability

■

Dirty water drain hose for easy dumping

■

Easy to operate and easy to move from job to job

■

Increase productivity with built-in pre-sweeping

■

Lithium-ion battery provides long run times and flexibility to

■

On-board charger allows for charging anytime, anywhere

opportunity charge
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■

Thoughtfully designed
Eco!efficiency mode saves resources, extend the running time and
makes the machine quieter

■
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Easy operation due to color coded controls

Technical data and equipment.

BR 45/22 C BP
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Cleaning path

in

18
1

Brush quantity
Brush diameter

in

3.75

Squeegee width

in

20

gal

6/6

Tank capacity (solution/recovery)
Operating noise level (standard/eco!)
Total machine battery voltage
Down pressure
Brush speed (min/max)
Weight with batteries
Dimensions (L x W x H)
Productivity (practical/theoretical)

dBA

66/62

V

25

lbs

38

rpm
lbs
in
ft2/hr

750/1050
121
36 x 22 x 44
13,560/19,375

EQUIPMENT
Order No.

Description

1.783-461.0

BR 45/22 C Bp, cylindrical scrub deck, lithium-ion, on-board charger

ACCESSORIES
Order No.

Description



4.762-392.0

Cylindrical red brush, medium stiff bristles for all-around cleaning on smooth and textured floors



6.654-294.0

Lithium-ion battery



4.037-097.0

Squeegee blade set



4.762-408.0

Cylindrical black brush, extremely stiff bristles for stubborn dirt on rugged floors



4.762-407.0

Cylindrical green brush, stiff bristles for aggressive cleaning on irregular surface floors



4.762-406.0

Cylindrical orange brush, high-low bristles for cleaning all grouted surface floors



4.762-405.0

Cylindrical white brush, soft bristles for gentle cleaning on all-surface floors



4.037-093.0

Cylindrical microfiber pad, for daily cleaning of delicate surfaces including LVT and stone tile

 Included  Optional
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